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  Each lesson can create separate pieces or patches which could then be combined together to create a 
larger mixed media quilt/collage.  These lessons could serve as a Unit if decided to combine the finished 
artworks into an Identity quilt.  

Grades: Middle (8th) or Highschool (3d Materials students-usually upperclassmen) 

S.O.L. : AI.8 The student will create works of art that represent originality, personal expression, and 

craftsmanship. 

AI.9 The student will define and practice ethical procedures when producing works of art. 

---------- 

Lesson One: Embroidered Collages – Stitching Memories Worth Remembering 

Big Idea: Memories 

Objectives:  

• Students will be able to do embroidery techniques 
• Student will create an artwork that applies embroidery techniques to mixed media collages 
• Students will be able to articulate how personal memories relate to fiber techniques 

Materials: Embroidery floss, embroidery needles, fabric, cardstock paper, glue, modge podge, paint, 
paintbrushes, colored pencils, markers, pencils, scissors, magazines, printer and ink, photographs, etc.  

Scaffolding: 

-Embroidery techniques 

- Teacher will demonstrate various embroidery techniques and knots 

  -Teacher will determine that each student understands simple embroidery mechanics through 
assessment and observation. 

-Students will have cloth, paper, and other materials to make practice stitches 

Discussion: Why do we take photographs? Why do we embroider or stitch? What is a memory? What is 
a memory worth saving? People usually remember negative things more than positive things- Why do 
you think our minds do this? What moments can we remember that we are fond of? Are there certain 
places, people, or things that always bring a smile to your face? 

 



Main Lesson Plan: Students will create a mixed media artwork that collages photographs and 
embroidery. These pieces must include other wet and dry 2-D mediums such as paint, colored pencils, 
pens or marker. Students will collect and print personal images of an event or moment in their life- 
students may also use magazine images that describe or remind them of a specific memory that they 
choose to create the artwork about. Students will arrange their images on cardstock paper. Once the 
images have been glued down and dried, students will embroider into their work. Students may add 
writing, and other mediums along side the embroidered elements.  The completed artwork should 
represent a positive memory of a time or place that the student deems worthy of remembering.  

Teacher Sample:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Artists: 

• Rhian Swierat is an artist from Brooklyn, New York. She uses paint and embroidery to create 
mixed media artworks that focus on the mindful nature of stitching and capturing the sensations 
of memory. Swierat says of her work, “Each piece starts with an idea, a place or time and I make 
small stitch sketches of each layer which become the palette of styles and forms to make the 
final piece. The sketches serve as a guide to my process since they are the singular recording of 
each memory.” 
https://www.rhianswierat.com/ 

•  Han Cao is a self-taught artist from Dallas Texas. She embroiders onto old photographs, 
postcards, clippings, etc found in thrift stores. She creates embroidered embellishments that 
change the narrative of the photos and bring new life, excitement, beauty, and meaning to 
anonymous images of the past.  
https://www.hanwriting.com/ 

 

Lesson Two: Mixed Media Patch with Roving 

Big Idea: Making A Statement 

Objectives: 

• Students will be able to create a mixed media artwork using roving. 
• Students will be able to create intentional embellishments with fibers material 
• Students will use 3-d material to create texture on a 2-d collage. 
• Students will understand how to use fiber material to alter or emphasis context of photographs 

Materials: roving, felt, felt needles, cardstock paper, glue, modge podge, paint, paintbrushes, colored 
pencils, markers, pencils, magazines, scissors. 

Scaffolding: -Teacher will introduce wool roving.  

-Teacher will demonstrate 3-d and 2-d applications of roving. 

-Teacher will introduce students to “felt-painting”.   

-Students will practice needle felting and applying felt in other manners: modge-podge 

Discussion:  How does applying material to a photograph cause it to change the context of the image? 
Can soft material be applied to rough or hard surfaces? Why is it important to put our own ideas and 
abstractions onto photographs/collage work? Can we use magazine clippings to create a new message 
that is our own? 

Main Lesson Plan: Students will cut out images from magazines that they think are interesting. Students 
will use wet mediums to alter these images- students will use intention when it comes to choosing what 
is painted onto. Students will paste these images to cardstock paper. Using 3-d or 2-d felting techniques- 
students will add felt embellishments to their collages. Students can create symbols or 3-d objects with 
their felting. These felted additions should pertain to the theme of the message that they feel their 
collage represents. Once dry, the felted collages will become mixed media patches.  

https://www.rhianswierat.com/
https://www.hanwriting.com/


Teacher Sample: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artists: 

• Joanna Mattson works out of North Carolina, USA. She uses roving to create felt-paintings onto 
mixed media. These pieces become sculptural, as her roving-painted landscapes cover the sides 
of found-wooden objects and slabs.  
https://www.jaanamattson.com/ 

• Jacopo Rosati is an illustrator from Italy. Rosati created a series of felt collages- these collages 
represent ways that felted shapes and forms can be used to create layered pieces.  
https://jacoporosati.com/Collage 

 

Lesson Three: Painting on Fabric – Making A Story Patch 

Big Idea:  Identity 

Objectives: 

• Students will be able to successfully apply 2-d media to cloth 
• Students will be able to implement principles of design to arrange a successful 3-d composition 
• Students will be able to apply and preform fibers methods to create a narrative image 

Materials: Cloth, fabric, thread, needles, fabric or craft glue, paint, permanent markers. 

Scaffolding:  -Teacher will go over any fiber methods and techniques previously discussed with class 

https://www.jaanamattson.com/
https://jacoporosati.com/Collage


-Students may use a scrap piece of fabric to experiment and practice stitching/applique 
techniques. 
-Students will experiment painting and drawing directly onto cloth. 
-Students must create sketches of their ideas to work off of. 

Discussion: What is quilting? How has quilting/fiber art been used to create narrative-driven work? How 
can we use images and fiber to represent/say something about us? 

Main Lesson Plan: Students will study artists that have used fiber to create narrative-driven and 
representational work. Students should create sketches of ideas and compositions that want to create 
with fabric. Students will experiment with different mediums to create imagery directly on fabric. 
Students will used applique techniques to create a patch that says something about them. Students’ 
patches can be combined to create a class-room quilt. Or students can create multiple patches and 
combine to create their own larger work. 

Teacher Sample: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artists: 

Faith Ringgold is an American artist from Harlem New York. Her narrative quilts explore realities of race 
and politics in America. Her quilts have challenged the perception of quilting as Fine Art. These “Story 
Quilts” are critically acclaimed modes of commentary, communication, and even serve as book 
illustrations. https://www.faithringgold.com/ 

Bisa Butler is an American artist from Orange, New Jersey. Butler creates portraits entirely out of fabric 
materials. Her work continues the narrative and historical context of fiber material and African American 
women. Of her work, she says, “In my work I am telling the story— The African American side— of this 
American life. History is the story of men and women but the narrative is controlled by those who hold 
the pen.” https://www.bisabutler.com/ 

 

https://www.faithringgold.com/
https://www.bisabutler.com/

